This research deals with pressure waves in a gas trapped in thin layers or narrow tubes. In these cases viscous and thermal e!ects can have a signi"cant e!ect on the propagation of waves. This so-called viscothermal wave propagation is governed by a number of dimensionless parameters. The two most important parameters are the shear wave number and the reduced frequency. These parameters were used to put into perspective the models that were presented in the literature. The analysis shows that the complete parameter range is covered by three classes of models: the standard wave equation model, the low reduced frequency model and the full linearized Navier}Stokes model. For the majority of practical situations, the low reduced frequency model is su$cient and the most e$cient to describe viscothermal wave propagation. The full linearized Navier}Stokes model should only be used under extreme conditions. 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The propagation of sound waves with viscothermal e!ects has been investigated in several scienti"c disciplines. The propagation of sound waves in tubes was investigated already by Kirchho! and Rayleigh [1] . In tribology, the Reynolds equation is used to calculate the pressure distribution in #uid "lms trapped between moving surfaces. Reynolds' theory assumes that the inertial e!ects are negligible: it is based on a so-called creeping #ow assumption. Increasing machine speeds and the use of gas bearings initiated research on the role of inertia [2}10] . In -uid mechanics, the propagation of sound waves in tubes and in particular the steady streaming phenomenon have been extensively discussed [11}14] . Two early papers on thin "lm theory in acoustics were presented by Maidanik [15] and Ungar and Carbonell [16] . A large number of investigations have been carried out since then. Consequently, a seemingly endless variety of models is available now to deal with viscothermal e!ects in acoustic wave propagation.
The variety of models is deceiving. The models that were presented in acoustics can be grouped into three basic categories. Key words in the characterization of these models are: pressure gradient across layer thickness or tube cross-section, and the incorporation of e!ects such as compressibility and thermal conductivity.
The most extensive type of model clearly must be based on a solution of the full set of basic equations. This means that, for instance, all the terms in the linearized Navier}Stokes equations are taken into account. The second type of model incorporates a pressure gradient. However, not all the terms in the basic equations are retained. In some models, for instance, thermal e!ects are neglected. The simplest model, the low reduced frequency model, assumes a constant pressure across the layer thickness or tube cross-section. The e!ects of inertia, viscosity, compressibility and thermal conductivity are accounted for. This leads to a very straightforward and useful model.
The main aim of this paper is to provide a framework for putting models for viscothermal wave propagation into perspective. It is not the intention of the author to present a list of all papers related to viscothermal wave propagation. Wave propagation is considered from a standard acoustical point of view. Non-linear e!ects are therefore neglected. For an extensive overview of non-linear e!ects and viscothermal wave propagation the reader is referred to the papers by Makarov and Ochmann [17}19] and Too and Lee [20] . Makarov and Ochmann present an overview of the literature, based on more than 300 references.
The present analysis is based on the use of dimensionless parameters. It is an extension of the work on the propagation of sound waves in cylindrical tubes, as presented by Tijdeman [21] . The three groups of models are all written in a dimensionless form. As a consequence, a number of dimensionless parameters appear in the equations. With the help of these parameters the range of validity for each group is indicated. Furthermore, for each type of model a short list of related literature is given. The list o!ers information about parameter ranges and applications. Based on this information, one can easily determine which model should be used for a given application. Finally, the problem of acoustic-elastic coupling, i.e., the mutual interaction between vibrating #exible surfaces and thin layers of gas or #uid, is addressed for each type of model.
BASIC EQUATIONS

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
The basic equations governing the propagation of sound waves are the linearized Navier}Stokes equations, the equation of continuity, the equation of state for an ideal gas and the energy equation. In the absence of mean #ow the equations can be written as *v /*t"! p # 4 3 # ( ) v )! ;( ;v ) ( ) v )#* N /*t"0, p " R ¹ M , C N *¹ M /*t" M ¹ M #*pN /*t, RFor monatomic gases "0, for air "0)6 SFor the transition to turbulence for oscillating pipe #ows, see e.g. [14] and [72] .
The shear wave number is an unsteady Reynolds number where v , p, , ¹ M , , , R , , , C N and t denote respectively the velocity vector, pressure, density, temperature, viscosity, bulk viscosity,R gas constant, mean density, thermal conductivity, speci"c heat at constant pressure and time. The operators and M are the gradient and the Laplace operator respectively. (A list of nomenclature is given in Appendix B).
The following assumptions are used: no internal heat generation; homogeneous medium: the dimensions and the wavelength have to be large compared to the mean free path*for air under standard atmospheric conditions this assumption breaks down for lengths smaller than 10\ m or frequencies higher than 10 Hz; no mean #ow; small, sinusoidal perturbations; laminar #ow.S Dimensionless small harmonic perturbations are introduced according to
where c , ¹ , p , and i are the undisturbed speed of sound, the mean temperature, mean pressure, angular frequency and the imaginary unit. The gradient and the Laplace operators are non-dimensionalized with a length scale l. This length scale can, for example, represent the layer thickness or the tube radius. The other directions are scaled with the acoustic wavelength. An overview of length scales and operators for various geometries is given in Appendix A. At this stage one can write
After further linearization the basic equation can be written in the following dimensionless form:
The following dimensionless parameters were introduced:
reduced frequency, k" l/c ; ratio of speci"c heats,
square root of the Prandtl number, "( C N / ; viscosity ratio, " / .
VISCOTHERMAL WAVE PROPAGATION RIn this case one assumes a jump condition at the interface, e.g. a velocity slip or temperature jump. For the temperature the boundary equation then becomes: ¹!¹ U "!¸ ¹ ) n, where ¹ U is the wall temperature,¸is related to the thermal accommodation coe$cients and n is the outward normal.
Here, C T is the speci"c heat at constant volume. The dimensionless equations indicate that the viscothermal wave propagation is governed by a number of dimensionless parameters. These parameters can be used to characterize di!erent #ow regimes. Furthermore, they enable solutions given in the literature to be put into perspective: assumptions or restrictions of models can be quanti"ed in terms of these parameters.
The parameters and depend solely on the material properties of the gas. The most important parameters are the shear wave number and the reduced frequency. The shear wave number is a measure for the ratio between the inertial e!ects and the viscous e!ects in the gas: it is an unsteady Reynolds number. For large shear wave numbers the inertial e!ects dominate, whereas for low shear wave numbers the viscous e!ects are dominant. In physical terms the shear wave number represents the ratio between the length scale, e.g. the layer thickness or tube radius, and the boundary layer thickness. The reduced frequency represents the ratio between the length scale and the acoustic wavelength. For very low values of the reduced frequency, the acoustic wavelength is very large compared to the length scale l. The parameters presented in this section are essential for the choice of an appropriate model for a speci"c situation.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In order to solve the set of equations boundary conditions must be imposed. The quantities of interest here are the (dimensionless amplitudes of the) velocity, temperature, pressure and density. Boundary conditions for the density are usually not imposed, and will therefore not be considered here.
<elocity
At a gas}wall interface, a continuity of velocity is assumed in most cases. Continuity of velocity usually implies that the tangential velocity is zero: a no-slip condition is imposed. The normal velocity is equal to the velocity of the wall. In this way, the acousto-elastic coupling between vibrating structures and viscothermal gases is established. For rare"ed gases, investigations indicate that it is more appropriate to use a jump in velocity with corresponding momentum accommodation coe$cientsR [22, 23] . For gases under atmospheric conditions a simple continuity of velocity condition su$ces.
¹emperature
The most common boundary conditions are isothermal walls or adiabatic walls. For an isothermal wall the temperature perturbation is zero, whereas for an adiabatic wall the gradient of the temperature normal to the wall vanishes. When 558 the product of the speci"c heat per unit volume and the thermal conductivity of the wall material substantially exceeds the corresponding product for the gas, the assumption of isothermal walls is usually accurate (see, e.g. reference [24] ). Again, for rare"ed gases, it is more appropriate to use a jump condition [22, 23] . This condition allows for a jump in temperature across the gas}wall interface with a thermal accommodation coe$cient. In the literature, some models were presented to model walls with "nite heat conduction properties (see, Reference [25] ).
A very interesting consequence of thermal e!ects is the phenomenon of thermally driven vibrations. As a boundary condition, one could for instance impose a varying temperature across the length of a tube. This temperature gradient drives pressure pulsations in the gas. This e!ect will not be addressed here: for detailed discussion the reader is referred to the literature [26}33].
Pressure
At the ends of a tube or layer boundary conditions can be imposed for the pressure, for instance a pressure release. In the present investigation end e!ects are neglected. For a more detailed discussion on this subject the reader is referred to the literature [34}39].
GEOMETRIES AND CO-ORDINATE SYSTEMS
The basic equations were given in terms of gradient and Laplace operators. In Appendix A an overview of length scales, dimensionless co-ordinates, gradient operators and Laplace operators is given for a number of geometries.
FULL LINEARIZED NAVIER}STOKES MODEL
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
The most extensive type of model is that obtained by solving the complete set of basic equations. The derivation in this section is based on the paper by Bruneau et al. [40] . Their formulation however was rewritten in terms of dimensionless quantities for the present study. In order to solve this problem, the velocity is written as the sum of a rotational velocity v T , due to viscous e!ects, and a solenoidal
where these satisfy
The following relationship was used in this derivation:
VISCOTHERMAL WAVE PROPAGATION Inserting these expressions into the basic equations and taking the rotation and divergence gives the following set of dimensionless equations:
After some algebraic manipulations the following equation can be derived in terms of the temperature perturbation:
It can easily be veri"ed that both v J and p also satisfy this equation. Note that if "0 in this equation, i.e., the bulk viscosity is neglected, a dimensionless equation is obtained that was already derived by Kirchho! and Rayleigh [1] .
SOLUTION STRATEGY
The equation for the temperature perturbation can be written in a factorized form,
where k ? and k F are the acoustic and entropic wave numbers respectively,
in which:
The solution for the temperature perturbation can be written as
where ¹ ? and ¹ F are referred to as the acoustic and the entropic temperatures. The constants A ?
and A F remain to be determined from the boundary conditions. The quantities ¹ ?
and ¹ F are the solutions of
Once the solution for the temperature is known, the values for the velocity v J and the pressure p can be expressed in terms of A ?
, A F , ¹ ? and ¹ ? . One obtains
The rotational velocity v T has to be solved for from a vector wave equation with wave number k T :
The rotational velocity is related to the e!ects of viscosity, since the wave number is a function of the shear wave number. In order to solve the full model, solutions must be found to two scalar wave equations for the temperature perturbation and a vector wave equation for the rotational velocity. With the appropriate boundary conditions the complete solution can then be obtained. An analytical solution for this type of model can be found only for simple geometries and boundary conditions. For more complex geometries one has to resort to numerical techniques.
ACOUSTIC AND ENTROPIC WAVE NUMBERS
The expressions for k ? and k F are rather complex. In the literature they are often approximated; see e.g., reference [40] . With the help of the dimensionless parameters this approximation can be quanti"ed. A Taylor expansion of the denominator of the wave numbers in terms of k/s gives
These expressions are valid for k/s1: the acoustic wavelength is very large compared to the boundary layers thicknesses. This assumption seems very reasonable. However, it has important implications that actually eliminate the need for a full model, as will also be illustrated in section 5.5. If one sets k/s"0 the expressions reduce to
This result shows that the wave number k ? is related to acoustic e!ects. The wave number k F is related to entropy e!ects, since the product s does not contain the VISCOTHERMAL WAVE PROPAGATION viscosity . However, this separation is possible only for k/s1. When the acoustic wavelength is of the same order of magnitude as the boundary layer thickness, the complete expressions for the wave numbers k ? and k F must be used. In this situation a separation is not possible.
Note that for s1 the wave numbers k F and k T become very large. The solutions for ¹ F and v T approach zero. The value of k ? is not a!ected, since it is not a function of the shear wave number. As a consequence, the full linearized Navier}Stokes model reduces to the standard wave equation.
ACOUSTO-ELASTIC COUPLING
The motion of the gas can be coupled to the motion of a #exible structure, usually by demanding a continuity of velocity across the interface. In general, this leads to a very complicated set of equations. The full linearized Navier} Stokes model was used in a number of applications, such as spherical resonators or miniaturized transducers, to calculate the acousto-elastic behaviour of systems.
Spherical resonators are used to determine the acoustical properties of gases with a high degree of accuracy. Mehl investigated the e!ect of shell motion, hereby neglecting viscothermal e!ects in the gas [41] . Moldover et al. [24] used a full linearized Navier}Stokes model for the description of the acoustic "eld inside the resonator. A boundary impedance condition was imposed for the radial velocity in order to account for the e!ect of shell motion. The models developed by Mehl were used to calculate this shell impedance.
In some types of miniaturized transducers a vibrating membrane is backed by a rigid electrode, thus entraping a thin layer of gas. Plantier and Bruneau [42] , Bruneau, et al. [43] , and Hamery et al. [44] developed analytical models to describe the interaction between (circular) membranes and thin gas layers. Because of the complexity of the problem, their calculations are restricted to geometries with rotatory symmetry. In order to overcome this problem, recently Karra et al. [45, 46] presented a boundary element formulation for the propagation of sound waves in viscothermal gases. Although their paper concerns only an uncoupled test case and did not include viscous e!ects, the algorithm is able to deal with fully coupled problems [47] . Their method therefore now o!ers the possibility to model more complex geometries.
In Part II of the present paper the spherical resonator and the miniaturized transducers are discussed in more detail.
LITERATURE
In Table 1 a list of related literature is presented. The list contains information concerning applications and acousto-elastic coupling. For layer geometries the parameter ranges in the calculations and experiments are given. These values will also be used in section 5.5. For an overview of parameter values for tubes the reader is referred to the paper by Tijdeman [21] . 
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SIMPLIFIED NAVIER}STOKES MODELS
In this class of models, the e!ects of compressibility or thermal conductivity are neglected compared with the full model described in section 2.3. In this section, two models will be discussed in more detail. The two models were rewritten in a dimensionless form for this purpose. Other models are also available, but all simpli"ed Navier}Stokes models are inconsistent. An overview is presented in section 4.4.
TROCHIDIS MODEL
Trochidis [48, 49] introduced the following assumption in addition to the basic assumptions described in section 2.1: the gas is incompressible: ) v"0. The dimensionless basic equations (4) now reduce toR
Combining these equations gives
The equation for the pressure is perhaps strange at "rst sight. Is does not incorporate any viscothermal terms: it is a regular wave equation for incompressible gas behaviour. It seems that the pressure can be completely determined from this equation. However, the boundary conditions must be satis"ed. At a gas}wall interface the velocity must be continuous. Usually, this means that the tangential velocity is zero and the normal velocity equals the velocity of the wall. With equation (21) the boundary condition for the velocity can be expressed in terms of pressure gradients. In this way, viscous e!ects are introduced into the model. Clearly, the full linearized Navier}Stokes model reduces to the Trochidis model for incompressible behaviour. The role of the compressibility depends, among other things, on for example the frequency and the global dimensions. As an example, consider the squeeze "lm damping between two plates, as described by Trochidis. The e!ects of compressibility become important when the acoustic wavelength is of the same order of magnitude as the plate dimensions. This means that the incompressible model of Trochidis can only be used for frequencies for which the acoustic wavelength is very large compared to the plate dimensions. In a squeeze "lm problem, the layer thickness is very small compared to the plate dimensions. In other words, the acoustic wavelength is also very large compared to the layer thickness. The pressure will thus not vary much across the layer thickness. The Trochidis model however incorporates a pressure gradient across the layer thickness. This is a weakness of the model: the assumption of incompressible 
MO G SER MODEL
MoK ser [50] extended the Trochidis model in order to account for the compressibility of the gas. However, only the compressibility term in the equation of continuity is considered: the compressibility terms in the linearized Navier}Stokes equations are neglected. Furthermore, the process is assumed to be adiabatic. MoK ser in fact introduced the following assumptions in addition to the basic assumptions described in section 2.1: incompressible linearized Navier}Stokes equations; adiabatic process. The basic equations (4) now reduce toR
In a further analysis, MoK ser assumed that the acoustic wavelength is very large compared to the boundary layer thickness: k/s1. The wave number in equation (23) then reduces to k and thus the equation reduces to the standard wave equation. In this model, the viscous e!ects are also incorporated through the boundary conditions, if the wave number is approximated by k. This model is not very consistent, since the compressibility terms are not fully accounted for. Furthermore, the thermal e!ects can play an important role. There are indeed several examples where thermal e!ects do have a signi"cant in#uence. For a more sophisticated model that incorporate pressure gradients, the thermal e!ects should be accounted for as well.
ACOUSTO-ELASTIC COUPLING
In acoustics, the simpli"ed Navier}Stokes models were mainly used to calculate the squeeze "lm damping between #exible plates. In the analysis of Trochidis only one-way coupling is considered: the uncoupled de#ections of the plates were imposed as boundary conditions for the gas. However, recent experiments and calculations [51, 52] indicate that thin gas layers can have a signi"cant e!ect on the coupled vibrational behaviour of a plate}gas layer system. The eigenfrequencies of the plate are substantially a!ected by the presence of the layer, whereas the viscothermal e!ects induce considerable damping. The full coupling was accounted
VISCOTHERMAL WAVE PROPAGATION
RIf not the acoustic wave length is the appropriate length scale for the pd-directions but a characteristic dimension L, one can show that the conditions k1, k/s1 and l/¸1 have to hold. For thin layers or narrow tubes this geometric condition is implicitly satis"ed. Calculations indicate that the low reduced frequency model can be used for l/¸(0)2.
SNote that a low reduced frequency model does not make sense for a spherical geometry.
for in the analysis of MoK ser. It has to be noted that the models as presented by Trochidis and MoK ser concern two-dimensional problems. The interaction between viscous #uids and #exible structures was also investigated from a more mathematical point of view. Schulkes [53] presented a "nite element method to describe the interaction between a viscous #uid and a #exible structure. He assumed the #uid to be incompressible. For more literature related to this topic the reader is referred to the papers by Schulkes [53, 54] .
LITERATURE
In Table 2 a list of papers concerning simpli"ed Navier}Stokes models is presented. Experiments were carried out by several authors. The parameter ranges for the layer geometries are also given in the table.
LOW REDUCED FREQUENCY MODEL
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
In the low reduced frequency models some simpli"cations are introduced that lead to a relatively simple but very useful model for tubes and layers. In this theory, the propagation directions of the waves and the other directions are separated. The following assumptions are introduced in addition to the basic assumptions described in section 2.1: the acoustic wavelength is large compared to the length scale l: k1; the acoustic wavelength is large compared to the boundary layer thickness: k/s1. If one introduces these assumptions into the basic equations (4), presented in section 2.1, one is left withR
where NB, NB and vNB represent the gradient operator, the Laplace operator and the velocity vector containing components for the propagation directions only. The operators AB, AB and vAB contain terms for the other directions, i.e., the cross-sectional or thickness directions. Expressions for these operators for various geometries are given in Appendix A.S The cross-sectional co-ordinates are denoted by xAB and the propagation co-ordinates are denoted by xNB. 2)3;10\)k)7)3;10\ (⅙) (z) 2)9;10\)k/s)2)9;10\ (⅙) (z) Case II (air, decompression chamber): 3)5;10\)k)3)5;10\ (⅙) (z) 2)9;10\)k/s)4)9;10\ (⅙) (z) Chow and Pinnington [68] 1989 Squeeze "lm (#uid) One-way Bulk viscosity terms neglected Thermal e!ects neglected 5)2;10\)k)1)3;10\ (⅙) (z) 2)4;10\)k/s)2)4;10\ (⅙) (z)
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RIt is also possible to include a "nite thermal conductivity of the wall, see e.g. section 2.2.2. and reference [40] . The low reduced frequency model has to be coupled to a model that describes the thermal behaviour of the wall.
SThe function C is a function only of the cd-co-ordinates for constant cross-sections. For varying cross sections, the value of C depends also on the pd-co-ordinates.
SOLUTION STRATEGY
The second of equations (24) indicates that the pressure is a function of the propagation co-ordinates only: the pressure is constant on a cross section or across the layer thickness. Hence, the low reduced frequency models are sometimes referred to as constant pressure models. By using the fact that the pressure does not vary with the cd co-ordinates, the temperature perturbation can be solved from a Poisson type of equation. The general solution for adiabatic or isothermal walls can formally be obtained by the Green function.R At this stage one can write
For simple geometries, solution of the function C is very straightforward.S For more complex geometries numerical techniques can be used. In the literature, several approximation techniques have been developed to describe the propagation of sound waves in tubes with arbitrary cross-sections; see e.g., references [55}57].
Once the solution for the temperature is obtained, the solutions for the velocity and the density can be expressed in a similar way:
Note that, due to the fact that A and C are functions of the cd-co-ordinates, the velocity, temperature and density are not constant in these directions. The functions A and C determine the shape of the velocity, temperature and density pro"les. For isothermal walls the functions A and C are directly related, whereas for adiabatic walls the function C reduces to a very simple form. One has isothermal walls, C(s , xAB)"A (s , xAB);
adiabatic walls, C(s , xAB)"!1.
The expressions for , ¹ and vNB are now inserted into the equation of continuity. After integration with respect to the cd-co-ordinates and some rearranging one obtains
where
RConsidering as a constant.
where AAB is the cross-sectional area, *AAB is the corresponding boundary and e L is the outward normal on *AAB. For simple boundary conditions, the function D can be obtained from isothermal walls, D(s )"B(s ); adiabatic walls, D(s )"!1.
The function is the propagation constant. The propagation of sound waves is a!ected by thermal e!ects, accounted for in the function n(s ), and viscous e!ects, accounted for in the function B(s). On the right hand side of equation (28) 
PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
<elocity pro,le
The shape of the velocity pro"le is completely determined by the function A. This function is thus well suited to illustrate the transition from inertially dominated #ow to viscously dominated #ow. As an example, consider the layer geometry. In Figure 1 the magnitude of the function A is given as a function of the layer thickness for shear wave numbers 1, 5, 10 and 100. The magnitude of the function A is directly related to the magnitude of the in-plane velocities for a layer geometry. Note that the expression for the velocity is complex: there are phase di!erences between the points. Consequently not all points pass their equilibrium position at the same time.
For low shear wave numbers the viscous forces dominate and a parabolic velocity pro"le is obtained, see also Tables A.3 and A.4. For high shear wave numbers the inertial forces dominate and a #at velocity pro"le is obtained.
¹emperature pro,le
For isothermal walls the shape of the temperature pro"le is identical to the shape of the velocity pro"le. However, the temperature is not a function of the shear wave VISCOTHERMAL WAVE PROPAGATION Figure 1 . Shape of velocity pro"le (magnitude).
number s but of the product s : its value does not depend on the viscosity . For high values of s , adiabatic conditions are obtained, whereas for low values of s , isothermal conditions are obtained.
Polytropic constant
According to equation (26) the density and the pressure are related. If this expression is integrated with respect to the cd-co-ordinates one obtains
The same result would have been obtained if, instead of using the energy equation and the equation of state, a polytropic law had been used, namely,
where n(s ) is the polytropic constant that relates density and pressure, see equation (29) . Note however that this only holds in integrated sense: relation (31) was obtained by integration with respect to the cd-co-ordinates. As an example, the magnitude and the phase angle for the layer geometry are given as a function of s in Figure 2 . For low values n(s ) reduces to 1, i.e., isothermal conditions. For high values of s it takes the value of corresponding to adiabatic conditions.
ACOUSTO-ELASTIC COUPLING
The low reduced frequency model results in a relatively simple equation for the pressure. Because of the simplicity of the gas model, it is relatively easy to incorporate the full acousto-elastic coupling. Several investigations are available which deal with fully coupled calculations, most of them for the squeeze "lm problem. Fox and Whitton [58] and O G nsay [59, 60] presented models to describe the interaction between a vibrating strip and a gas layer. The model of O G nsay was based on a transfer matrix approach: an e$cient model for the strip problem. Fox and Whitton, and O G nsay, carried out experiments, showing substantial frequency shifts and signi"cant damping. Lotton et al. [61] and Bruneau et al. [62] and Bruneau et al. [63] studied the behaviour of circular and rectangular membranes, backed by a thin gas layer.
Recently, Beltman et al. [51, 52 , 64}66] presented a "nite element model for fully coupled calculations for the squeeze "lm problem. A new viscothermal acoustic "nite element was developed, based on the low reduced frequency model. This element can be coupled to structural elements, enabling fully coupled calculations to be made for complex geometries. Furthermore, the layer thickness can be chosen for each element. This enables calculations for problems with varying layer thickness. The "nite element model was validated with experiments on an airtight box with a #exible overplate. In this case there was a strong interaction between the vibrating, #exible plate and the closed air layer. Eigenfrequency and damping of the plate were measured as a function of the thickness of the air layer. Substantial frequency shifts and large damping values were observed.
LITERATURE
In Table 3 , the recent literature on the low reduced frequency models is summarized. For layer geometries the ranges of dimensionless parameters are also given. 6 . DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
VALIDITY OF MODELS
In sections 2.3, 3.5 and 4.4, three types of models were discussed for the modelling of viscothermal wave propagation. The most simple type of model, the low reduced frequency model, was shown to be valid for k1 and k/s1. As pointed out in section 3.5, the validity of the simpli"ed Navier}Stokes models is di$cult to VISCOTHERMAL WAVE PROPAGATION 
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RThe full linearized Navier}Stokes with simpi"ed wave numbers is valid for k/s1. It can easily be seen in the graph that this is not an e$cient model. Hence, it is not included. quantify. These models incorporate some additional e!ects compared to the low reduced frequency models. However, a parameter analysis shows that if a more sophisticated model is desired, in fact all the terms have to be accounted for. The complete parameter range is covered by the low reduced frequency model and the full linearized Navier}Stokes model. One can summarize the ranges of validity for the linear viscothermal models and the general wave equation as follows: s1, wave equation (wave); k1 and k/s1, low reduced frequency (Low); k1 and k/s1 and s1, low reduced frequency, Reynolds equation (Low-Rey); k1 and k/s1 and s1, low reduced frequency, modi"ed wave equation (Low-wave); arbitrary k and s, full linearized Navier}Stokes (Full).R A graphical representation of these ranges of validity is given in Figure 3 . It is stressed that in each area the most e$cient model is given. One could for instance use the full model for all situations, but clearly for k1 and k/s1 the low reduced frequency model is far more e$cient.
For the case of arbitrary k but k/s1 the simpli"ed wave numbers, as described in section 3.3 could be used. However, assuming k/s1 immediately suggests that another model, i.e., the low reduced, modi"ed wave or wave, would be more e$cient (see Figure 3) . This assumption, which is often used by authors who use a full linearized Navier}Stokes model, at the same time eliminates the actual need for the full model. Only for the most general case of arbitrary k and k/s should the full model be used. Note that for s1 the general wave equation can be used. the length scale l and the acoustic wavelength, and the ratio between the boundary layer thickness and the acoustic wavelength respectively. An interesting point is the analysis of these terms. For s)1 and k/s*1 for instance the full model should be used. The question now arises whether or not these conditions are of any practical interest. With the dimensionless parameters one can write
For gases under atmospheric conditions, the speed of sound is of the order of magnitude of 5;10 m/s, the density is of the order of 1 kg/m and the viscosity is of the order of 10\ Ns/m. By varying the frequency or the length scale, the shear wave number can vary from low to very high values. Expression (33) shows that the frequency is the only variable quantity in k/s: it does not depend on the length scale l. For gases under atmospheric conditions, k/s exceeds unity only for frequencies higher than 10 Hz. However, for these high frequencies the medium can no longer be regarded as homogeneous and one of the basic assumptions described in section 2.1, is violated. This can be illustrated with the following simple example. By using expression (33), the basic conditions l'10\ m and f(10 Hz can be expressed in terms of k/s and s as
For air under atmospheric conditions this gives
Thus, the full linearized Navier}Stokes model is not even valid in the major range where it should be of use for air under atmospheric conditions. For #uids this reasoning also holds. The quantity k/s contains the ratio between the viscosity and the density. For #uids the viscosity is higher, but compared to gases the ratio between viscosity and density is of the same order of magnitude. Furthermore, the speed of sound in #uids is generally higher. This implies that for #uids the condition k/s1 will also usually be satis"ed. If this condition is not satis"ed one has to ensure that the basic assumptions are not violated.
This simple analysis shows that the practical importance of the full model is very limited. Only under extreme conditions, e.g. at low temperatures or low pressures, one encounters situations were the full model should be used.R However, one has to ensure that the basic assumptions are not violated in these cases. This leads to the perhaps surprising conclusion that for gases under atmospheric conditions the full linearized Navier}Stokes model is not valid in the parameter range where it should be of use. Most viscothermal problems can be handled with the low reduced frequency models. In fact, a number of papers indicate the necessity of a full model because of the high frequencies involved, whereas a low reduced frequency model would have been su$cient [42, 44, 45] . Some examples will be presented in Part II of the present paper.
OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE FOR LAYERS
The dimensionless parameters are used to analyse the literature for the layer geometry. The overview is based on the references presented in Tables 1}3. For this purpose, the values of the dimensionless parameters at which the calculations and experiments were performed were determined from the data given in the references [42, 44, 45, 48, 50, 67, 68, 58}60, 52, 65] .
The graph clearly shows that for all investigations the low reduced frequency models, modi"ed wave equation models or general wave equation models would have been su$cient. None of the present cases required a more sophisticated model, such as the full linearized Navier}Stokes model. The conclusion to be drawn from this "gure is that, although a variety of models has been developed, this was not necessary when taking a critical look at the dimensionless parameters. Some investigations mentioned in Tables 1 and 2 could have been carried out with much simpler models. Analysis of the values of the parameters, listed in tables, also immediately reveals that the conditions for the use of simpler models are satis"ed.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions to be drawn from the present investigation are as follows. Viscothermal wave propagation is governed by a number of dimensionless parameters. The most important parameters are the shear wave number, s, and the reduced frequency, k
VISCOTHERMAL WAVE PROPAGATION
The viscothermal models presented in the literature, can be grouped into three categories: full linearized Navier}Stokes models, simpli"ed Navier}Stokes models and low reduced frequency models. The range of validity of the models is governed by the values of k and k/s
The full linearized Navier}Stokes model should only be used under extreme conditions. For gases under atmospheric conditions, this model is not even valid in the range of use because the basic assumptions are violated
The assumption of small k/s, as often used in the literature concerning full models, actually eliminates the need for a full model
The simpli"ed Navier}Stokes models are redundant: the complete parameter range is covered by the other models
The low reduced frequency model can be used for most problems. Because of the simplicity of this model, models are already available that include the full acousto-elastic coupling for complex geometries. The model is valid for k1 and k/s1.
In the literature a variety of models was presented for the squeeze "lm damping problem. Several authors stated that for miniaturized transducers, the full model had to be used because of the high frequencies involved. An analysis of the parameters shows that for all literature concerning squeeze "lm problems, treated in this paper, a simple low reduced frequency model is su$cient and the most e$cient. The functions that are used in the low reduced frequency model are given in Table A .1.
A.3. RECTANGULAR TUBE
The basic geometrical dimensions and operators are (see Figure A. 3). 
